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advanced

Open Mind
Unit 12: Grammar and vocabUlary test a

B Correct the sentences which have mistakes 
in the use of the impersonal passive in the 
past. Tick (✓) the correct sentences.

0 Fossilized remains of a turtle believed to live tens of 
millions of years ago were recovered from a desert.

 believed to have lived

9 Over ten thousand children are thought to be living 
in poverty in the region.

  

 10 The dance is thought to originate in the sixteenth 
century in Brazil.

  

 11 Jones is rumoured to have been sacked from the 
show following a fall-out with its director.

  

 12 The queen is often wrongly claimed to be the richest 
woman in England.

  

 13 The fire, which broke out this afternoon, is believed 
to start on the ground floor.

  

 14 Little is known about his early life but he is thought 
have graduate from Cambridge University at the age 
of 14.

  

 15 A commemorative plaque has now been installed 
in the place where he is said to be killed.

  

Grammar

A Complete the sentences with a participle 
clause that uses the word in brackets. 
Sometimes two answers are possible.

0 Located  in the old quarter of the 
city centre, the hotel provides the ideal base for a 
city break. (locate)

1   primary school children 
for twenty years, I felt it was time to do something 
different. (teach)

2   the last three weeks 
working ten-hour days, he was feeling quite tired. 
(spend)

3   in 1956, the charity aims 
to provide practical and emotional support for 
people living with the disease. (found)

4   from driving for six 
months, he found he could no longer do his job. 
(ban)

5 He spent six months in hospital 
  in battle. (wound)

6   in 1903, the safety razor 
allowed men to shave themselves at home. (invent)

7   views of the castle, this 
comfortable bed and breakfast is ideally located. (offer)

8   to leave their homes 
because of conflict or natural disaster, these 
refugees now live in appalling conditions. (force)
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Open Mind advanced

D Choose the correct option to complete the 
sentences.

0 He is currently unemployed, forcing /  
having been forced to leave his job.

 24 Located / Locating in Southern Australia, Adelaide 
is an elegant city, with its colonial stone architecture.

 25 We stayed away, told / having been told by the 
travel agent not to visit the area.

 26 Established / Establishing in 1945, the charity 
aims to raise money for impoverished children 
everywhere.

 27 Hoped / Hoping to find survivors, they searched 
all night.

 28 Both boys were quiet and well-behaved, told off / 
having been told off for talking.

 29 Glancing / Glanced around the room, I noticed 
a small boy in the corner.

 30 Introduced / Introducing to Australia by British 
immigrants in the late 1700s, cats spread quickly 
across the continent.

Score   / 30

C Order the words to make sentences.

0 six hundred / church / was / the / thought / to /  
over / be / years old

 The church was thought to be over six hundred

 years old.

 16 thought / started / to / is / have / the fire / been / 
deliberately

  

  

 17 her generation / considered / to / be / she was / 
dancer of / the best

  

  

 18 the oldest / the world / believed / he / to / was /  
be / man in

  

  

 19 to / was / over / estimated / have / the project / 
£500,000 / cost

  

  

 20 is / south western Asia / wheat / to / believed /  
have / originated in

  

  

 21 is / he / understood / have / to / £2 million / 
paid over / for the / picture

  

  

 22 are / destroyed / the documents / have / to / 
thought / been

  

  

 23 have / was / it / to / been / written / thought / 
in 1634
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Open Mind advanced

B Some of the sentences have unsuitable 
adverbs. Tick (✓) the correct sentences. 
For incorrect sentences, provide ‘slightly’ 
or ‘incredibly’.
0 The mountains there are incredibly smaller 

than those in the south.  

 slightly

8 I’m sorry, but some of the facts in the article 
are completely wrong  

  

9 The roads in the south of the region are 
especially good.  

  

 10 I really enjoyed hearing about the geography  
of the region – it was totally interesting.  

  

 11 I thought the countryside there was slightly beautiful.  

  

 12 You can get lost very easily in the mountains so it’s 
totally important that you take a guide with you.  

  

 13 The guide told us one or two small facts about 
the region that I found completely surprising.  

  

 14 What’s interesting is that the two landscapes 
are totally different.  

  

 15 Hotels in the region are incredibly expensive.  

  

Vocabulary 

A Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of words from the box. There are three 
extra words.

crust    tip    flock    collide    

volcano    plate    knock    range    

erosion    earthquake    drift

0 Earthquakes  happen when rock that is below 
the Earth’s surface suddenly moves. 

1 When two continental plates  , 
mountains are formed.

2 The   is the outer layer of the Earth.

3 A   may be active, which means it 
is likely to explode and pour out fire, or extinct, 
meaning that it no longer does this.

4 The Earth’s crust is made up of tectonic   
which are moving constantly.

5 A mountain   is a group of mountains 
that are connected.

6   happens when small pieces of broken 
rocks and other materials are moved to a different 
place by water, wind or ice.

7 Continental plates   apart at a rate of 
about two to ten centimetres a year.
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Open Mind advanced

D Complete these words used to talk about 
geology and natural phenomena.

0 a number of very high hills, considered as a group
 m o  u  n  t  a  i  n  r a  n  g  e

 24 a mountain that forces melted rock and gas into the 
air through a hole

 v            

 25 a sudden shaking movement of the ground
 e                   

 26 the thick outer surface of the Earth
 c        

 27 if two things do this, they crash into each other.
 c            

 28 the process by which the surface of land or rock is 
gradually damaged and disappears

 e            

 29 one of the layers of rock that form the surface  
of the Earth

 p         

 30 to move slowly in opposite directions
 d         a        

Score   / 30

Total score   / 60

C Complete the sentences. Choose A, B or C.

0 The directions were   wrong.
A incredibly
B completely
C somewhat

 16 Travel insurance these days is   expensive.
A totally
B incredibly
C completely

 17 I found the last stretch of the walk   difficult.
A especially
B completely
C totally

 18 The scenery there is   beautiful.
A somewhat
B slightly
C incredibly

 19 The tour guide herself was   good.
A incredibly
B completely
C slightly

 20 The lakes were rather bigger than I’d expected  
but the mountains were   smaller.
A incredibly
B completely
C somewhat

 21 You really must take a map with you. That’s   
important!
A incredibly
B totally
C completely

 22 Someone told me that it’s the largest city in the 
world. I find that   surprising.
A slightly
B totally
C completely

 23 The tour guide gave us a talk that was   
interesting.
A completely
B incredibly
C totally


